Stanley McChrystal
Former Commander of U.S. and International Forces in Afghanistan, Author of Best-Sellers "Team of Teams" and
"My Share of the Task," and Co-Founder of the McChrystal Group
Lessons In Leadership. In dynamic presentations on leadership, General Stan McChrystal shares lessons based on
leading and innovating one of the world’s largest organizations. Modern warfare and business demand the same
no-nonsense leadership that drives change and implements it across large organizations. He reveals the power of
culture, communication, and relationships, sharing stories, experiences, and principles that make his points. Using
high-end visuals, McChrystal addresses such key leadership principles as transparency and inclusion, leveraging the
power of teams through relationships, leading by influence, relentless mission focus, and sharing a clear vision with
everyone who must execute against it.
Team of Teams: New Rules of Engagement for a Complex World. In this captivating presentation on the
significance of teamwork, Gen. McChrystal draws on research conducted for his New York Times best-seller Team
of Teams, along with examples from his time leading extremely high-performing teams in wartime, to provide a
360-degree view of the role teamwork plays in today’s success equation. Hitting on the many ingredients of effective
teamwork including transparent communication and a decentralized power network that allows for split-second,
empowered decision-making, McChrystal’s compelling insights and thought-provoking examples pave the way for
real transformation at organizations large and small.
The Changing Geopolitical Landscape. Few people have as much insight on the current state of national and
global affairs as General McChrystal. In this insightful presentation, he examines today’s most pressing questions
regarding the dynamic geopolitical environment. He investigates and analyzes the trends, relationships, and forces
that shape the world. He details the implications that these factors will have on the security, politics, energy, and the
global population.
Moderated Conversations On Leadership Or Geopolitical Issues. For the right audiences, General McChrystal
will have a conversation with a moderator or business leader that leads to custom insights and dynamic wideranging conversations tailored to the audience. This intimate format lends itself to McChrystal’s candid insights,
responses, and stories, which draw the audience in and make them part of the dialogue. From lessons learned to
observations on current events and the future, McChrystal shares perspectives gained through one of the most
legendary military careers, as well as his experiences with business, teaching, and public service.
Leaders: Myth and Reality. In this new speech based on his 2018 book Leaders: Myth and Reality, Gen.
McChrystal looks at 13 influential leaders throughout history—from war Generals to business tycoons to civil rights
icons and even an al Qaeda despot—to provoke a new and necessary conversation on leadership. McChrystal
tackles burning questions around what real leadership is, the roles leaders ought to play, where the kind of
leadership that incites loyal followers comes from, and more. A fascinating walk through the past aimed at
enlightening and empowering the leaders of our present and future, this speech is ideal for any leader that wants to
grow their footprint by empowering their people.
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